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Abstract: Composite lattice cores featuring structural hierarchy were developed to achieve greater
buckling resistance. The stretch–stretch-hybrid hierarchical lattice cores were fabricated with a twostep approach by assembling composite pyramidal lattice (CPL) sandwiches into macroscopic truss
configurations. Analysis and experiments were performed to determine the out-of-plane
compressive strength. Hierarchical CPL cores were evaluated based on their failure mechanism
maps, and the structural efficiency was affected by the ratio of strut length at different scales
(e.g. L/l1). With the specific limitedL/l1, the optimized hierarchical CPL core was almost 5 times
stronger than lower-order CPL cores with rectangular trusses (at relative density 0.01). The fully
optimized hierarchical CPL cores can be as efficient as optimized CPL cores with hollow trusses.
Effects of topologies at two different length scales on the performance of hierarchical structures
were also assessed.
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1. Introduction
Lattice materials are widely regarded as efficient, stretch-dominated structures well-suited for
multifunctional

applications,

and

can

be

produced

from

metals,

polymers,

or

composites [1], [2] and [3]. Metallic lattice structures have been produced with a variety of
topologies such as tetrahedral [4], pyramidal [5] and Kagome [6]. Composite lattices can also be
produced in various configurations, and exhibit specific properties superior to their metallic
counterparts, allowing designers to fill gaps in the material property space. Because of the intrinsic
hierarchical nature of composites on small length scales (10–20 μm) [7], composite lattices are
assumed as hierarchical structures that can be analyzed from the materials level up to the structural
level [8]. In weight-sensitive designs, ultra-lightweight composite lattices are susceptible to
buckling, which can limit their eligibility for certain applications.
Through design of the truss members, several composite truss structures have been explored,
including a hollow composite pyramidal lattice (CPL) core [9], a hybrid truss CPL concept [10] and
CPL cores with foam sandwich struts [11]. To produce hollow CPL cores, a thermal expansion
molding technique was developed [9]. In that work, the out-of-plane compressive strength of a
hollow CPL core was reportedly twice that of solid truss counterparts at ultra-low densities, where
Euler buckling controls failure . The specific strength of the hollow CPL can surpass that of hollow
metallic microlattices, reportedly the world’s lightest structures [12].
Structural hierarchy is generally observed in natural materials (e.g., wood and bone[13] and [14])
and often employed in engineering structures to increase buckling strength. For engineering cellular
materials, several hierarchical structures have also been developed, including a self-similar
hierarchical corrugated sandwich core [15], a corrugated sandwich core with foam sandwich
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struts [16], and a hierarchical honeycomb core [17]. The self-similar hierarchical corrugated core is
reportedly 10 times stronger than that of the lower-order corrugated core of equivalent relative
density [15]. However, it is generally difficult and costly to fabricate hierarchical structures directly,
especially with periodic cellular materials, due to the different length scales that must be controlled
and assembled simultaneously.
The scope of the present study is to increase the buckling resistance and the specific compressive
strength of traditional lattice structures by employing structural hierarchy. Extended hierarchical
constructions based on carbon fiber reinforced composite lattice cores are developed using a twostep fabrication approach. Specially, a protocol is outlined to evaluate efficiencies of these complex
structures based on the flowchart presented in Fig. 1. By following the protocol, both analysis and
experiments are carried out, and the newly developed structures are compared with competing
constructions. Effects of topology or shape variation at different length scales on the structural
performance are also assessed and discussed.

Fig. 1. A protocol guiding structural design.
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2. Illustration and analysis of a hierarchical CPL core construction
A schematic illustrating the procedure used to build hierarchical periodic structures is shown in Fig.
2a. A hierarchical pyramidal lattice core was assembled from hollow CPL sandwiches. Ignoring the
hierarchy of the parent materials (fiber composites), the hierarchical structures developed here can
be considered to be of order 2. The macroscopic core is a pyramidal lattice core with rectangular
struts, while the individual rectangular struts are mesoscopic sandwich beams with hollow CPL truss
cores. The relative density

of the hierarchical CPL core, can be expressed as

(1)
where geometrical dimensions of the sandwich strut L, w, tf, ω′ and those of lattice strut of the hollow
CPL core l1, do, di, ω are defined in Fig. 2a, and

represents the relative density of the hollow CPL

cores in the sandwich strut. Note that in this expression, the difference in unidirectional and woven
prepreg density is considered to be negligible.
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Fig. 2. (a) Illustration for building hierarchical periodic structures: from composite pyramidal
lattice (CPL) core sandwich to hierarchical CPL core and (b) prototypical hierarchical CPL core
sandwich structure.

Through-thickness compressive strength is an important property for this new hierarchical
construction. Indeed, the flowchart in Fig. 1 dictates the initial step of mechanical property analysis
in out-of-plane compression. Theoretical prediction is carried out for the compression strength of
the hierarchical CPL core by analyzing the deformation of a single sandwich strut. Analysis is based
on the theory of sandwich structures, as shown in Fig. 3, assuming that the sandwich struts have
clamped boundary conditions.
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Fig. 3. Analysis for one sandwich strut of hierarchical CPL cores in out-of-plane compression.

2.1 Stiffness
For an imposed displacement δ in the z -direction, considering bending deformations other than
stretching, the axial and shear force,

and

, in the sandwich strut are given as

(2)

(3)
where Asand and Dsand
respectively.

are the compressive and bending stiffnesses of the sandwich strut,
and

, where

is the equivalent

compressive modulus of the laminated face sheets in the sandwich strut. The total force F′ in the zdirection follows as

(4)
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The effective nominal compressive stiffness of the hierarchical CPL cores is given by

(5)
The hollow CPL core contributes little to the out-of-plane stiffness of the hierarchical CPL core.
Thus, the specific stiffness decreases with increasing structural hierarchy, a finding that is consistent
with theoretical predictions [7].

2.2 Collapse modes and strength predictions
Six competing failure modes are considered for the hierarchical CPL core subjected to out-of-plane
compression. The failure modes are analyzed from element level to higher structural orders, and
present analytical predictions for the corresponding collapse loads.

2.2.1 Fracture of hollow truss
Sandwich columns of length L form larger struts of the hierarchical CPL core (Fig. 2b). Accordingly,
shear forces in the sandwich strut can trigger failure of hollow trusses that form the hollow CPL
core. Fracture of a hollow truss implies that the peak shear force for a unit cell of the sandwich strut
is

(6)
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where σsh is the fracture strength of hollow trusses. From Eqs. (2) and (3), the relationship
between

and

can be determined. Then using Eq. (4), the strength of the hierarchical composite

pyramidal core is given as

(7)

2.2.2 Euler buckling of a hollow truss
Alternatively, if elastic Euler buckling of the smaller hollow trusses occurs, the peak shear force in
the sandwich strut is given as

(8)
Thus, the collapse strength of the hierarchical composite pyramidal core is

(9)
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2.2.3 Face sheet wrinkling of a sandwich strut
The laminated face sheets of a sandwich column subjected to axial compression wrinkle when the
face sheets are relatively thin. In such cases, the maximum load causing wrinkling of the inclined
sandwich strut can be expressed as

. Hence, the strength of the hierarchical composite

pyramidal core is

(10)

2.2.4 Face sheet crushing of a sandwich strut
Sandwich struts with face sheets of thickness tf

for the macroscopic CPL can fail by face sheet

crushing when subjected to compressive loads. The force component along the sandwich strut
is

, and thus the collapse strength of the hierarchical composite pyramidal core with

sandwich struts is

(11)
where σf is the crushing strength of the face sheets of the sandwich struts.

2.2.5 Euler macrobuckling of a sandwich strut
Under compressive load, Euler buckling can occur when the strut is slender. The sandwich beams
are assumed as built-in Euler beams, and thus the compressive collapse load along the sandwich
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column is specified by

. The compressive strength of the hierarchical composite pyramidal

core is given by

(12)

2.2.6 Shear macrobuckling of a sandwich strut
Shear buckling of the sandwich struts is controlled by the shear stiffness of the hollow CPL core,
and occurs at a load

. Thus, the compressive failure strength in this mode is given by

(13)

2.3 Collapse modes and strength predictions
Collapse mechanism maps illustrate the regimes of the dominant failure modes for hierarchical CPL
cores. To construct such maps, the operative failure mode in out-of-plane compression is assumed
the one for which the strength is lowest. Fig. 5a–c shows examples of mechanism maps, which are
constructed as a function of face sheet parameters tf/l1 and L/l1 for different di/l1 with structural
dimensions do/l1 = 0.3, w/l1 = 2.5 and inclined angle ω=ω′=45°. The compressive properties of the
elementary face sheets and hollow trusses are shown in Table 1. Because the core density is relatively
low for di/l1 = 0.27 ( Fig. 5a), shear buckling is expected to dominate over most of the design space,
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and face sheet crushing is unlikely. Hollow truss fracture (HTF), emerges on the left side of each
map ( Fig. 5a–c) for cores with much shorter struts.

Fig. 4. Possible failure modes for the hierarchical CPL core in out-of-plane compression: (a) truss
fracture, (b) truss buckling, (c) face sheet wrinkling of sandwich struts, (d) face sheet crushing of sandwich
struts, (e) Euler buckling of sandwich struts (note that the center lines will deform with the sandwich struts)
and (f) shear buckling of sandwich struts.
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Fig. 5. Failure mechanism maps for the hierarchical CPL sandwich structure in out-of-plane compression
constructed as a function of face sheet parameters tf/l1 and L/l1 for: (a) di/l1 = 0.27, (b) di/l1 = 0.225, and
(c)di/l1 = 0.15. (SB = shear buckling; FW = face sheet wrinkling; FD = face sheet delamination;
EB = Euler buckling; HTF = hollow truss fracture).
Table 1: Mechanical properties of composite elements.

Laminated face sheet

Stacking sequence
[0/90/0]

(GPa)
41.2

σf (MPa)
135.8

Hollow truss
(%)

Stacking sequence

σsh (MPa)

do (mm)

di (mm)

6

5.4

1.07

[(0,90)]

10.15

93.11

6

4.5

2.21

[02/(0,90)]

11.66

121.32

6

3

4.53

[04/(0,90)2]

13.52

188.68

(GPa)
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3. Experiments
3.1 Specimen fabrication
In the present study, the hierarchical CPL cores with hollow CPL sandwich struts were fabricated in
two steps. First, hollow CPL core sandwich structures were manufactured using the thermal
expansion molding technique with assembled steel molds and silicone rubber [9]. After inserting
rubber-core composite trusses into the holes of the steel molds and stacking prepregs on their top
and bottom surfaces, the whole assembly was cured at 125 °C for 2 h. Then, hollow CPL sandwich
beams were obtained as steel molds and rubber were removed. Then, four hollow CPL sandwich
beams of width w = 50 mm were positioned at an inclination angle ω′=45° with respect to the base
of the unit cell forming the hierarchical CPL cores. The higher-order CPL core as shown in Fig. 2b,
consisting of a single unit cell, was attached to two laminated face sheets featuring recesses to receive
the struts. Prior to compression testing, a low-viscosity epoxy adhesive was applied to the sandwich
struts ends and around the slots to create fixed boundary conditions. Representative samples with
selected dimensions were designed and fabricated for compression. The selection of sample
dimensions in the present study was also restricted by the maximum size of the bottom face sheet
( Fig. 2b) that could be fabricated in the laboratory.

3.2 Specimen fabrication
Through-thickness compression tests of hierarchical CPL sandwich structures were performed at a
displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min using a screw-driven testing machine (INSTRON 5569). For
specimen A (

= 1.11%), L = 100 mm, tf = 0.71 mm di = 4.5 mm. The measured compressive
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response is plotted in Fig. 6a. The nominal stress increased almost linearly with the nominal strain
and reached a peak stress 0.27 MPa (0.29 MPa as predicted), at which point face sheet wrinkling
occurred in at least one of the four large sandwich struts, manifest as a sharp drop in supported load.
Subsequently, a series of local buckling events occurred between the points of attachment to the
pyramidal truss core. The failure modes of the hierarchical CPL core occurred in both 1–3 and 2–4
directions at an applied strain ɛ ≈ 0.03, as shown in Fig. 6b. As strain increased, node rupture of the
small hollow trusses was observed, much like hollow CPL sandwich columns loaded in edgewise
compression [8]. The measured failure loads for Specimen A differed from predicted values by only
6.9%.

Fig. 6. (a) Measured compression response of specimen A (the analytical prediction of the collapse stress is
also included) and (b) representative failure modes of the sandwich struts.

Considering shear buckling as a primary failure mode for the hierarchical pyramidal core with four
inclined sandwich struts, samples were also designed to identify this failure mode. For Specimen B,
(

), L = 150 mm, tf = 1.12 mm di = 5.4 mm. The measured collapse behavior for
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Specimen B is presented in Fig. 7a, along with photographs showing the failure mode at a
strain ɛ ≈ 0.035. The measured strength was 0.33 MPa, and the predicted value (SB) was 0.42 MPa.
The deviation was about 25% and failure mode for the 1–3 direction (arrow) was not symmetrical,
an observation that was attributed to variability in the sandwich beams and boundary condition
sensitivity created by the adhesive. However, the prediction models in Section 2 related to the
expressions in [8] were shown to be reliable. Note that for failure modes indicated in Fig. 4a and b
(failure of hollow trusses in the sandwich struts), specimens were impossible to fabricated here.

Fig. 7. (a) Measured compression response of specimen B (the analytical prediction of the collapse stress is
also included) and (b) representative failure modes of the sandwich struts.

4. Optimization of the hierarchical CPL core
The specific strength of the hierarchical CPL core at a given relative density can be maximized by
adjusting dimensions. The optimization problem is based on the collapse mechanism maps, where
the following restrictions are applied:
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(1) The stacking sequence of the laminated face sheet is specified as [0/90/0], while that of
the laminated shell (hollow truss) is [(0,90)].
(2) The inclination angles of CPL cores at two different length scales are equal and the
choice ω=ω′=45°, which is optimal to maximize both compressive and shear strengths, as
indicated in previous literature [18].
(3) Lattice geometries are constrained in practice by the steel molds employed in the
fabrication section, and thus do/l1 = 0.3, l2/l1 = 0.75, w/l1 = 2.5.
Collapse mechanism maps for out-of-plane compression are constructed as functions oftf/l1 and di/l1,
as shown in Fig. 8 (truss stacking is chosen as [(0,90)]). The governing failure modes for a
specific L/l1 = 2.5 are hollow truss fracture (HTF) and face sheet crushing (FC), as shown in Fig. 8a,
while shear buckling (SB) and face sheet crushing (FC) of sandwich struts are dominant for L/l1 = 7.5
( Fig. 8b). Contours of normalized strength

and relative density

are added to the

maps to convey structural properties associated with the failure mode transitions. The optimal
designs that maximize the compressive strength for any given relative density should lie along the
boundaries of the collapse regimes, where two failure modes are equally likely, and the arrows
shown in Fig. 8b trace the path of optimal designs. The relationship between the optimal normalized
compressive strength and relative density can be formulated for the hierarchical CPL core and
written as
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(14)

Fig. 8. Collapse mechanism maps with (a) L/l1 = 2.5 and (b) L/l1 = 7.5. Note that the arrows in (b)
designate the path of optimum designs with increasing relative density
.
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The objective of the optimal design is to select (tf/l1, di/l1) for a prescribed L/l1 that maximizes the
compressive strength. The relative density is plotted as a function of strength for
different L/l1 in Fig. 9a. For low L/l1, where HTF occurs, the relative density is much greater at a
given strength than for high L/l1, where SB occurs. Thus, an optimally designed structure cannot
fail by HTF.

Fig. 9. (a) Normalized strength for the hierarchical CPL cores with specific L/l1 and (b) the enlarged
drawing of (a).

The plots for L/l1values where SB occurs are also enlarged in Fig. 9b, which shows that the FW–SB
boundary with higher L/l1 yields maximum strength at a given relative density, while the FC–SB
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line yields maximum strength with lower L/l1. The map indicates that the strength of the hierarchical
CPL core can be further increased by judicious selection of L/l1. However, the maximum value
of L/l1 is limited in the present study to 12.5 attributed to lab condition. The fully optimized structure
can be obtained when all possible failure modes are designed to happen at the same time shown as
the dashed dot black line in Fig. 9b.

5. Structural efficiency evaluation by comparison with other
structures
Structural efficiency here is defined as the peak strength at a given relative density. The featured
CPL core described above is a non-self-similar hierarchical structure. To assess this structural
design, the structural efficiency is compared to that of CPL structures of lower order. However,
varying the truss spacing at the pyramidal node (l2 for hollow CPL and w for the hierarchical CPL)
will result in different compressive strength decrements (knock-down coefficients) for different
structures. Therefore, these effects are eliminated by setting all node spacing to zero before
comparison.

5.1 Comparison to lower-order CPL cores with round trusses
After setting l2 = 0, the hierarchical CPL cores are first compared to non-hierarchical CPL cores
with solid/hollow round trusses, and the results are summarized in Fig. 10a. Note that solid trusses
are assumed to have compressive properties equivalent to those of hollow trusses shown in Table
1, and all the strengths are divided by face sheet compressive strength, σf, during
normalization. Fig. 10a shows that hierarchical CPL cores outperform CPL cores with solid round
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trusses, and are more efficient than CPL cores with hollow trusses at relative density values
of

.

Fig. 10. Structural efficiencies of hierarchical CPL cores (a) compared to lower-order CPL cores
with different trusses as shown with insets (solid/hollow round or rectangular trusses) and (b)
comparison after homogenization of component materials.
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5.2 Comparison to lower-order CPL cores with rectangular (sheet-based) trusses
The key compressive index σ/E is critical to structural efficiency. Here, the index of laminates is
greater than that of composite tubes. Therefore, hierarchical CPL cores mainly supported by
laminates can easily outperform lower-order truss-based CPL cores. Additionally, the performance
of CPL cores with rectangular trusses in Fig. 10a is considered. The results that lower-order CPLs
with laminate-based trusses outperform those with tube-based trusses (when all structures fail by
truss fracture), have further illustrated this point. However, in the event of Euler buckling, CPLs
with rectangular trusses are less efficient than those with round trusses, primarily because of intrinsic
truss shape efficiencies [19]. Thus, evaluation of composite structures will be more complicated than
corresponding metallic structures because the key compressive index of metals is simply equal to
the yield strain ɛy.

5.3 Comparison after homogenization of component materials
Next, the construction concepts alone will be compared, absent the design of the parent composites.
To do this, assuming that all the structures are fabricated from a single solid material with the same
mechanical properties (e.g., assumed to equal those of the face sheet,

), the

associated strength versus relative density curves were redrawn. As shown in Fig. 10b, the
hierarchical CPL core (L/l1 = 12.5) is almost 5 times stronger than the corresponding CPL core with
rectangular trusses (at relative density 0.01), but almost as efficient as CPLs with solid round trusses.
Moreover, the fully optimized hierarchical CPL cores can be as efficient as the optimized CPL cores
with hollow trusses.
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5.4 Effect of macro-topology – comparison with hierarchical corrugated core
Corrugated cores are generally less efficient than lattice cores, as demonstrated in Fig. 10b. Here,
the effect of macroscopic topologies on the mechanical performance of hierarchical constructions
will be examined. Accordingly, hierarchical corrugated cores with hollow CPL sandwich struts were
also evaluated, as shown in Fig. 11. The structures were then evaluated by following the same
protocol used previously. Based on the analysis for hierarchical CPL cores, failure mechanism maps
for hierarchical corrugated cores were constructed, as shown in Fig. 11, and the failure modes
boundaries were identical to those shown in Fig. 8b. The similarity arises because the loading and
boundary conditions of the individual struts are identical for the two kinds of structures. However,
the relationship between optimized strength and relative density was different from the FW–SB
section in Eq. (14), and is expressed as:

(15)
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Fig. 11. Collapse mechanism maps of hierarchical corrugated core with hollow CPL sandwich
struts of L/l1 = 7.5.
The compressive strength value of hierarchical corrugated cores (L/l1 = 12.5) is added toFig. 10b
(green line) 1 and compared with hierarchical CPL cores. The FW–SB section of the hierarchical
corrugated core is less efficient than that of the hierarchical CPL core. Accordingly, it is concluded
that the efficiency of structure at the macroscopic length scale will directly affect that of the
corresponding hierarchical construction.

5.5Effect of meso-shape
Consider hierarchical CPL cores consisting CPL sandwich struts with solid trusses (instead of
hollow trusses in previous sections). The mechanism maps are constructed as shown in Fig. 12 with
the same procedure, and optimization boundaries are indicated by the arrows. The expressions for
optimized boundaries (omitted here for brevity) are deduced and the relationship is incorporated
into Fig. 10b. The comparison in the figure shows that the optimized hierarchical cores assembled
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here from non-strengthened solid CPL sandwich struts are as efficient as those assembled from
hollow CPL sandwich struts. The finding indicates that the mesoscopic truss shape has little effect
on the mechanical performance of hierarchical cores. Furthermore, recent work on stretch-bendhybrid hierarchical structures with foam sandwich struts also demonstrates this point [11].

Fig. 12. Collapse mechanism map of hierarchical CPL cores assembled from CPL sandwich struts with
solid trusses (TEB = truss Euler buckling; TF = Truss fracture).

6. Conclusions
In order to increase specific compressive strength of engineering lattice materials, a stretch–stretchhybrid hierarchical sandwich core was developed, by assembling hollow CPL sandwiches in a
pyramidal truss configuration. A practical protocol was presented to evaluate structural efficiency,
and following this protocol, experiments and analysis of critical mechanical properties were carried
out. Prototype specimens yielded strength values similar to predicted values, demonstrating the
utility of the analysis.
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Optimization of the hierarchical CPL core was conducted based on collapse mechanism maps, and
structural efficiency was evaluated by comparing with other common CPL cores. Effects of the
topology or shape in both macroscopic and mesoscopic scales were discussed. The principle findings
include:
(1) The structural efficiency of hierarchical structures was affected by the ratio of strut
length at different scales (e.g. L/l1). With the specific limited L/l1, the hierarchical CPL core
was almost 5 times stronger than the corresponding CPL core with rectangular trusses (at
relative density 0.01).
(2) The fully optimized hierarchical CPL cores can be as efficient as optimized CPL cores
with hollow trusses, and also outperform other traditional lower-order CPL cores.
(3) The efficiency of a given topology at macroscopic length scales determined that of the
corresponding hierarchical construction, while topology or truss shape at mesoscopic
length scales has little effect on efficiency of an optimized hierarchical construction.
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